Dear Guests,

Thank you for choosing Astarea as your charter company. Below you can find important marina and boarding information for base Split.

Your Astarea Team

Astarea’s location
ACI Marina Split
(43°30'08.2"N 16°25'47.9"E)
Uvala baluni 8
Split - Croatia
Phone/Fax: 00385 (0)21 398 447
Domagoj Maroš (Fleet Manager)
Mobile: 00385 (0)98721029
Technical support: 00385 (0)997039696

ACI Marina Split is located near the old historic centre of Split by a 5 minute walk along the waterfront. It is 1 km away from the train, bus and ferry station. Regular ferry lines connect Split with Rijeka, Dubrovnik and surrounding islands, as well as Ancona, Pescara and Bari in Italy. International airport is 25 km away from marina.

FACILITIES AND SERVICES:
- Reception with cash machine
- Restaurant (opened until 24:00h)
- Coffee-bar
- Laundry
- Sanitary facilities with showers
- Boat maintenance workshops and services
- Mini market
- Parking spots

Markets (Ribola and Tommy) are 500 m away from marina. Supermarkets (Konzum, Lidl, Plodine) are 1,5 km by car. Food lovers can find excellent rastaurants at walking distance from the marina. Gas station is near ACI Marina Split and the next closest is in marina Milna (island Brač). For further marina information please visit web site [http://www.aci-club.hr](http://www.aci-club.hr).